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STUDENTS AGAINST APARTHEID 

Statement Regarding IBM, GM, and Coca-Cola 

The resolution passed by the University of Washington Board of 

Regents in establishing its divestment policy states: 

IT IS RESOLVED: That all securities in the Consolidated 
Endowment Fund of companies operating' in South Africa be 
promptly sold when securities market conditions indicate that 
it is prudent to do so, but, in any event, no later than 
December 31, 1987. No securities of any company operating in 
South Africa shall be purchased unless and until the Board of 
Regents has agreed to recommence such purchases. 

The key phrase here is "operating in South Africa." If a company sells 

off its assets in South Africa, but continues to have its products 

manufactured and marketed there under franchise and licensing 

agreements, is it "operating in South Africa?" International Business 

Machines (IBM), General Motors (GM), and Coca-Cola have all announced 

~imited pullouts. Students Against Apartheid mai~tains that 

they are in fact still operating in South Africa. Below is a su~~ary 

of each company's activities. 

IBM 

Officials of IBM-South Africa specifically stated at the time of 

IBM's divestment that Information Services Management (ISM), the new 

owner of IBM's South Africa properties, would retain the exclusive 

franchise rights to the marketing of IBM's product;s, services, and 

technologies. 1 These include items such as typewriters and 

photocopiers, IBM's entire line of computers from desk top models to 

main frames suitable for government or corporate use, all IBM software 

produdts, and, perhaps most importantly, service and support for all of 

the above. Without IBM's periodic updates to its hardware and software 



products and the support of IBM-trained personnel, maintenance of 

existing sophisticated computer systems would be difficult and 

expensive. 

IBM had·been earning about $230 million annually from their South 

Af . b 'd' 2 r1can su s1 1ary. They can be expected to earn similar prpfits from 

their association with ISM. 3 

IBM has repeatedly stressed that no interruption in either the 

quantity or quality of its service would result from the change of 

ownership of its South African properties. The phrase "business as 

usual" has been used in comments by IBM officials and the reassurance 

of continued availability of products and services has been the focus 

of IBM's South African advertising campaign. 4 IBM designed its 

withdrawal to have no effect on the South African situation. 

On the other hand, a complete withdrawal of a large computer firm 

like IBM would be an especially effective sanction against Pretoria. 

The majority of Black South Africans do not own or have access to a 

.computer. The beneficiaries of IBM's computer technology are White 

South Africans. The pullout of IBM will not only affect the economic 

situation in South Africa by the loss of IBM's import business, but 

also through the fact that countless corporations and businesses would 

eventually be forced to replace much of their existing IBM equipment. 

Furthermore, although ISM has agreed not to sell IBM products directly 

to the police or military, such apartheid-enforcing agencies will still 

be able to ob~ain these products t~rough resale or access them through 

the sale of processing time. Finally, the presence of IBM or the 

existence of ISM has not and will not materially improve the plight of 

Black South Africans. Of the approximately 1500 employees of ISM, only 

about 350 are Black. 5 

Because of the impact of IBM's presence in South Africa which 
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these points illustrate, Students Against Apartheid calls for a 

particularly public divestment from IBM. 

General Motors 

General Motors has the second largest ?peration of any u.s. 

company in South Africa. Its subsidiary there has now been sold to a 

group headed by local management, and has· been renamed Delta Motor 

C . 6 orporat1on. The new owners have the sole rights to distribute GM 

trucks and automobiles in South Africa. They will operate GM's plants 

using GM-supplied standards and designs, and will also market GM 

products manufactured in the United States, Japan, and West Germany. 

General Motors, which has been losing money recently in South Africa, 

7 expects to begin to turn a profit under the new arrangement. 

The circumstances of General Motors' withdrawal were quite 

favorable to the new owners. GM first made an additional investment in 

South Africa, estimated at $45 million, to cover the debts of its 

~subsidiary. Next the value of that subsidiary was determined in a 

manner advantageous to the buyers, who were then given 18 months to pay 

for it. 8 

GM's Black South African workers received less favorable 

treatment. In October 1986, prior to the sale, they struck to protest 

the loss of pensions, seniority and job security that would take place 

under the transfer. 9 GM responded by firing 567 employees and calling 

in the police with dogs and whips to disperse them. 10 After the 

transfer the new management of Delta Motor Corporation announced that 

they would abandon the Sullivan Principles, which had been followed by 

GM, and would revert to treating their workers in the same way as other 

South African firms. 11 
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In summary, GM's "withdrawal" actually involved a new investment 

to pay off debts, a transfer of assets with arrangements to continue 

production as usual, and a deterioration of working conditions for the 

Black employees. It has had no positive impact on the situation in 

South Africa. 

Coca-Cola 

Prior to pulling out from South Africa, Coca-Cola operated syrup 

production and bottling plants there. Coca-Cola closed its syrup 

producing plant and sold the remaining bottling plants to South African 

interests. These bottling plants bottle and distribute Coca-Cola 

12 throughout the country. 

The arrangements beteween Coca-Cola and the new owners of the 

South African bottling plants are the same as the arrangements Coca

Cola maintains with many of its independently owned bottling plants 

throughout the world, including the United States. This means that 

Coca-Cola now operates in South Africa in exactly the same way it 

operates in many parts of the United States. 

Coca-Cola controls approximately 70% of the soft drink market in 

South Africa and can be expected to make approximately $50 million 

annually on profits from the sale of its syrup to the South African 

bottling plants. 13 Once again, the practical impact of Coke's 

"withdrawal"'is hard to see. 

* * * 

Students Against Apartheid believes that IBM, GM and Coca-Cola are 

"operating in South Africa" as much as ever. The Board of Regents has 
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no choice but to divest the u.w. portfolio of any remaining stock in 

these companies and to abstain from purchasing new stock until they 

have broken all links with South Africa and are no longer tied to an 

apartheid government. 

The IRRC maintains a list of all "companies whose sole 

involvement in South Africa is through lic,ensing arrangements, local 

distributors, or professional partnerships." 14 Presumably IBM is 

listed this way by the IRRC, and GM and Coke will be when the transfer 

of their South African assets is complete. Prohibiting University of 

Washington investments in companies on this list can be a practical 

first step in divesting from companies like these three. 

Some may argue that IBM, GM and Coca-Cola should be praised for 

taking the symbolic step of selling their South African assets. 

Perhaps the symbolic divestment of these companies did send a message 

~o the South African government. But what was the message? It was not 

one of warning; rather it was one of reassurance to the South African 

government that it can continue its present policies without fear of 

.economic consequences. The South African government will not be swayed 

by moral arguments; it is unlikely that they will be swayed by symbolic 

actions. Only the very real economic impact of a total pullout of 

these companies and others like them will be able to effect change in 

South African policies. 

Many groups have joined the call for companies to fully withdraw 

from South Africa and Namibia. Five United States organizations have 

published well-established guidelines for divestable companies. They 

urge divestment from all companies which "have entered into franchise, 

licensing or management agreements with or for any entity in [South 
' 

Africa or Namibia]." 15 

Th~ so-called "Lusaka Statement" was drawn up by representatives 
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of churches, trade unions, women's, youth and anti-apartheid groups, 

mainly from South Africa and Namibia, meeting under the sponsorship of 

the Program to Combat Racism of the world Council of Churches. Among 

other challenges it says: 

We urgently call ... upon banks, corporations and trading 
institutions to withdraw from doing business with South 
Africa and Namibia. We especially c~ll upon the 
international community not to engage in newly devised 
deceptive forms of disinvestment which maintain the status 
quo, but instead to apply irnrnediate.anq6comprehensive 
sanctions to South Africa and Namibia. 

In a dramatic move, Rev. Leon Sullivan, author of the Sullivan 

Principles, has reversed his position and now calls upon companies to 

leave South Africa. He asks that they not only sell their investments, 

but cut all commercial ties. Companies should stop supplying 

components, materials, and consulting services. They should end 

licensing agreements and bar the use of their trademarks and symbols 

in South Africa. He also now believes that companies should re-invest 

in the frontline states, that the United States should end diplomatic 

relations with South Africa, that investors should sell their stocks in 

companies which refuse to withdraw from South Africa, and that state 

authorities should stop buying products from such companies. 17 The 

Board of Regents may want to consider its'previously stated support for 

Rev. Sullivan. 

A final point must be made with respect to IBM and GM. Both 

companies have made loans to the buyers of their South African 

b 'd' . 18 su s1 1ar1es. If a bank had made these loans, the University of 

Washington could not invest in that bank. Investments in IBM and GM 

should similarly be prohibited. 

Students Against Apartheid would like to conclude with an appeal 

' 
to the moral aspect of divestment. The question of divestment is much 

more than just an esoteric debate over what action can or should be 
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taken in light of certain resolutions by the Regents. Oppression 2n 

South Africa continues unabated, even if the press blackout keeps us 
~ 

from hearing about it. The current State of Emergency, which severly 

restricts freedoms of speech, press and assembly, has just been 

extended for a second year. During the first year over 20,000 people 

were detained without charge, many of them. children, some as young as 

seven years old. The detainees are being denied access to parents and 

lawyers while in jail. 19 It is important to send an immediate message 

to South Africa of support for democracy and of outrage against racial 

subjugation. That message needs to be more than half-hearted and 

symbolic; it must be real and economic. While we can no more directly 

influence IBM, GM, and Coke management than we can directly influence 

the government of South Africa, we are all morally responsible for 

doing our utmost to encourage and bring about an end to apartheid. The 

w~ll-publicized divestment of University funds from IBM, GM, and Coca-

Cola will help bring about this goal. 
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